Tactical 4x4
D2 Rear Bumper Spare Tire Carrier Install
1. Remove the rear door panel.
2. Remove stock spare tire mount from the back door.
3. Install the door plate using the hardware from the stock carrier. Use one metal strap
spacer on passenger side of Tactical 4x4 plate.
4. Set the pivot hinge on the bumper so the plate is in line with the right edge of the right
tail light opening.
5. Use the pivot hinge bracket as a template to make a mark and drill the holes.
Hint: Drill one hole first and install a bolt to hold the bracket in place. Then drill
the remaining holes. Note: if purchased separate from bumper-see insert
6. Attach the swing arm to the pivot hinge and attach the hyme joint to the door plate.
7. On the left side with the rear door closed, mark out where the strike plate will line up
with the end of the carrier swing arm. (The arm will be above the plate, but will lower
with the weight of the tire and jerry cans when mounted. The latch will also pull it down
snug into place.)
8. Bolt the strike plate into place as close to the corner plate as possible, keeping it in
line with the swing arm.
9. Slide the tire mount bracket over the swing arm post, leaving it loose.
10. Set the spare tire on the swing arm and line up the three lug studs, and put on the
lug nuts. Put them on snug, but not tight until all three are in place. After all are in place,
tighten all lug nuts.
11. Tighten set screw on the tire mount bracket.
12. Set jerry cans into carrier and place clamp bracket over ½” threaded stud onto
handles of jerry cans and install wing nut securely.
Adjust carrier according to your tire size. Be sure that the latch has tension when closed
to prevent rattling. ….Enjoy!
Questions or comments?
Contact the Tactical Rovers Install Team:
eric@tacticalrovers.com
(951) 239-6236

